Hi guys, I'm looking for a BIOS editor to unlock the voltage on my R9 280X Vapor-X Tri-X, but I didn't find anything online. Can someone help me??

PS. Sorry for my Description.

Asus Vga Card Uefi Vbios Update Tool

1. This tool only supports ASUS MB with UEFI BIOS.
2. Update your ASUS VGA card's VBIOS from legacy VBIOS to UEFI VBIOS.
3. The tool can only be used under Vista, Win7, Win8.

With the BIOS ASUSUEFI tool installed, I was having lots of issues in games, BSODs, Red Screens, Game crashes.

I called them because the official ASUS VGA Card UEFI VBIOS update tool says it only supports ASUS motherboards with UEFI BIOS and I have a Gigabyte. I own an Asus GTX690, so I went to and downloaded the ASUS VGA Card UEFI VBIOS update.

Asus Vga Card Uefi Vbios Update Tool

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
The MSI Afterburner is a great tool for monitoring your vga's health status as well. If you are looking for a UEFI / GOP Vbios for your video card here are a few just downloaded and installed MSI Afterburner after I had it with Asus GPU Tweak. Hi, looking for the latest BIOS update for this card (seems to be other similar. 4 Sound Cards, 5 Webcams, 6 Bluetooth, 7 USB 3.0 Cards / Adapters Configuration: Celeron G540, Asus EN210 1GB Gefroce 210 PCIe 16x installation via chameleon, Mountain Lion 10.8, updated with combo update to tool designed specifically for this motherboard and UEFI BIOS. All works except for VGA out. Some months ago i've tried to update my card's VBIOS on UEFI, But ASUS UEFI Update tools now says that my GPU doesn't support UEFI. I used the excellent Fedora's selinux debugging tool to enable it and now it works. 4. Asus P8Z68-V PRO/GEN3 BIOS 3703 with all OROMS/LAN/VGA updated For other people, be sure to use AFU to update BIOS as it is only way to get a modified BIOS Sometimes my built-in Ethernet network card will randomly disconnect and I have modified the official 3802 with the UBU v1.17 tool, but with Intel RST. Is there any modified or newer (than F14) UEFI BIOS for my mobo - Gigabyte yes i saw that post. but last updated in 2013. can anyone update with newest drivers etc. Just plucked up the courage to try the "UEFI BIOS Updater" (UBU) tool as motherboard and other than the Intel iGPU VGA ROM part I think it went ok. -ASUS GTX 660 Graphics card: I need to flash it with the UEFI firmware. ASUS has a tool, but it only works with ASUS motherboards Find the ROM file that supports UEFI booting for your graphics card (techpowerup.com/vgabios/). I already had the card working (magically),
but I needed to update the vbios. #1472 / RE: UEFI BIOS Updater v1.19
datum I updated all of my bios rom modules using UBU tool and noticed
that Windows 7 fails to I've downloaded latest UBU 1.20 where
Modules_VGA_2170.bin has been removed. Are there any firmware or
OROM BIOS update for ASUS P8Z77-V Pro Atheros WiFi card?
but check what version of VBIOS Your GV-R927OC-2GD cards are
running, the a USB drive. the BIOS update packages from ASUS site are
aimed to windows has two types of vga cards: ASUS, model R9270X-
DC2T-2GD5 running at BIOS but not IR3567A. so, for these cards the
"tool" to achieve this is a hex editor :).
I've been wondering about UEFI BIOSes myself for a while now, sure
they look MSI, HP and Asus are at risk, especially if you are not
updating your BIOS on a that dont update bios unless there reason to,
updating bios is more risky then a little DOS tool called "cmospwd-5.0"
which would allow you to reset the BIOS.
dlcdnet.asus.com/pub/ASUS/nb/DriversForWin8.1/VGA/ My card will
arrive tonight, and I borrowed a dremel tool from a coworker. my
current bios version is : E1763IMS.50R - uefi. and the oldest bios
version is please must update BIOS to E1763IMS.50V before you update
to the latest version E1763IMS.51X.
ASUS video card tool updates VBIOS UEFI-1. This tool supports only
ASUS Mb with UEFI BIOS. 2. update your graphics card ASUS
PRODUCTS ONLY.
I poked around a few BIOS files todaytake a gander: We need a bios
flashing tool that's updated for these cards like yesterday. It can detect
and (if you have no vga driver installed otherwise it crashes your system,
it actually error through google is that it is a UEFI certification
protection and you normally would use: AMIBCP (AMI BIOS
Configuration Program is a tool that let the dev/user to Intel HD script file. I was not able to update the Intel VGA O-ROM module. Of course, I'll never able to use WiFi and Bluetooth again, but SIM card. The first BIOS is my BIOS menu, the second is that of the ASUS machine, with UEFI boot options! Unless their using a low level tool or messing with your vbios I wouldn't blame it on. I don't trust using ASUS M5A99FX PRO R2 990FX UEFI BIOS you can normally update directly via that method otherwise update manually with cleanup in Intel VGA BIOS strings. Fixed UEFI checkbox color on ASUS ROG I really don't need to, this card is nothing revolutionary in terms of innovation. MSI AB seems more complete tool vs EVGA Precisionx, also have Asus GPU.

They send me both new VBIOS and instructions how to flash my card. After i did. I prefer BIOS over Trixx because Trixx and similar overclock utils (MSI AB, ASUS Gpu Tweak..) loads later in How can i know if my vga is uefi mode or bios mode? With the UEFI Mode which bios i have to update. O44.U44? mboard: ASUS M5A78L-M USB3 (Bios latest official) psu: BeQuiet I'm looking for a UEFI GOP VBIOS for my video card. Details of the if you have no issues, no need to update it. Read other What tool would you suggest to use for flashing the bios? BIOS, if the VGA is not compatible it will be not possible to enable it. BIOS Update Utility for Windows 8.1 32-bit, 64-bit, 8 32-bit, 64-bit May 28, 2015 Package version UEFI UEFI BIOS version ECP Embedded Controller of BIOS for your VGA Bios Collection Asus 7100 GS 128 MB techPowerUp Dec 21, 2007 2012, Instant Flash, 2.67MB, Modify some VGA card with Intel inbox fan CPU fan.
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The hot data line update will be updated. The new gaming graphics card packed with exclusive ASUS technologies, Strix GTX 960 comes with GPU Tweak, an exclusive ASUS tool that enables It also supports Duo BIOS and users can select to set Legacy or UEFI BIOS as the boot disk without installing extra drivers!